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SUMMARY
The main objective of the workshop was to brief the Canadian forest industry about
the plastic challenge globally and in Canada and start discussion on potential
opportunities for the industry regarding single‐use items. Members of Canadian pulp
and paper companies, packaging producers, brand owners, government agencies,
industry associations, research centres, and funding agencies participated in the
workshop. Five presentations, which were focused on the Canadian federal
government policy, the international perspective on the plastic challenge, technical
issues about recycling of single‐use plastics, and the fibre‐based packaging industry,
chemical and plastics industries, and brand owners’ perspectives, were shared with
the participants. Following the presentations, a round table discussion was facilitated
to understand the challenges and explore opportunities that the forest industry can
target. Communication and collaboration among the stakeholders across the value
chain and the world was recognized as key to develop sustainable solutions to achieve
zero plastic waste in Canada.
The key points discussed during the round table discussion are summarized below.

How can the forestry sector best support the Canada‐wide strategy on
zero plastic waste? And how maximize the opportunities by addressing
the current problems with plastic packaging?







Collaboration is extremely important along the value chain industries that produce and
use single‐use plastics
Canadian forest industry companies need to understand
 Brand owners’ needs in regard to packaging performance and consumer
preferences
 Technical challenges regarding the machineability of fibre‐based products
through collaborating with converters
 Issues about recycling: What can be recycled what cannot?
Opportunities for the forest industry, including but not limited to:
 Develop fibre‐based packaging products for both flexible and rigid packaging
applications
 Develop bioplastics from biomass and/or by‐products of forest industry
operations
 Contribute to recycling technologies – paper products already have high recycling
rates, but this can be further increased through partnerships
The industry should build on Canadian forests’ sustainability advantage, and this should
be better communicated with brand owners and consumers
 LCA could be used to better compare things
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What kind of government policies/support is required to transition
forest‐based products to replace plastic packaging?
 In Canada, waste management and recycling programs fall within the jurisdiction of
Provinces and Territories. Harmonization of policies and programs is necessary to reduce
the confusion and increase recovery.
 Set Canada‐wide targets for recycling rates and recycled content
 There is considerable confusion and misinterpretation about definitions, e.g., recyclable,
biodegradable, home‐compostable, single‐use, and implementation of programs. There
is a need to create common definitions at the Federal level, and this should be
communicated clearly with related industries, municipalities and the public.
 Facilitate platforms among material and service suppliers, converters, and brand owners
 Introduce bans and provide incentives for alternatives
 Provide funding for R&D and collaborations
 Sustainability of Canadian forests can be discussed and promoted by the government

Is single‐use plastics recognized as a growth opportunity for the forestry
industry? If so, what are the challenges?
 There is a clear opportunity for the forest industry in the market for single‐use plastics:
 Consumers are supportive of environment solutions: In North America, five in ten
people say they refrain from buying plastic packaging1.
 Metro governments are moving forward on waste issues. There is a growing focus
amongst policy makers to ban single‐use plastics.
 Sustainability is no longer optional for major brand owners and retailers; it has
become an essential part of their business.
 Some of the challenges facing the Canadian forest industry are:
 Poor understanding of the benefits of forest products
 Lack of connection between the Canadian forest industry and downstream value
chain industries that produce and use single‐use plastics
 Small domestic market size: Canada has the largest biomass, but market demand
or consumption are in other countries
 Difficulties in transitioning from commodity to more high‐value products
 Regulations, especially in food packaging, are quite stringent
 Recommended solutions are:
 The forest industry needs to collaborate with downstream value chain industries
that produce and use single‐use plastics to understand their needs
 Need to understand full supply chain: How is this packaging going to work in the
value chain?
 Economics need to work – cost‐competitive products
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 New material development or product designs would not necessarily be
transformational, but rather a step‐like change to be able to provide competitive
attributes to the fibre‐based products
 Better communication to explain social and technical benefits of Canadian forest
products
 Packaging performance and recyclability should go together
 Inter‐jurisdiction collaboration could be a challenge, as each province control its
fibre source. Therefore, all provinces should be on board to work together.
 The forest industry companies have to make choices on where to invest, e.g.,
lignin, plastic replacement in packaging, composites, depending on their interest.
The industry should take the initiative and not wait for the government to make
changes.

1

Single‐use Consumer Goods – Opportunities for Fibre‐based Solutions, FPInnovations, 2018
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THE PLASTICS CHALLENGE:
A COMPREHENSIVE FEDERAL AGENDA
Zero Plastic Waste Workshop: FPInnovations
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PLASTIC WASTE: GLOBAL PROBLEM,
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
•

Plastic pollution impacts ecosystems, tourism, fisheries,
livelihoods and potentially human health
– >8 million tonnes added each year to oceans

•

Poorly managed globally & wasting resource and energy
– 9% recycled and 91% landfilled, incinerated or littered

•

Growing uses in the global economy
– >380 million tonnes produced / year

•

Economic opportunity
– USD 80-120 billion / year global opportunity to recover value from
plastic packaging alone
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TOWARDS ZERO PLASTIC WASTE
•

High-profile, sustained environmental issue for all Canadians:
– 1 in 3 Canadian say it is one of the most important environmental issues today
(Abacus, 2018);
– Over three quarters of Canadians support or somewhat support a total ban on
single-use plastics (Nanos, July 2019)

•

Plastics important to the economy but pollution and waste are costly:
– $10B virgin resin industry (72% for export); $25B plastic manufacturing sector;
$350M recycling industry;
– Waste management and recycling is a major municipal budget item.

•

Zero plastic waste by 2030 could generate >40,000 jobs and recover
plastics value
– Opportunity for Canadian innovations across life-cycle
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CANADA’S INTERNATIONAL
COMMITMENTS
•

Key Ocean Plastics
Charter targets

Canada is a leading voice on this issue
in many international fora.
– The Ocean Plastics Charter commits to
take action across 5 pillars along the lifecycle
of plastics: (1) design; (2) production and
markets; (3) collection and management;
(4) education, research; (5) technology &
shoreline clean-up.
– 22 governments, 64 businesses and
organizations (e.g. Coke, Unilever, Ikea,
Volvo) are endorsees.
– Canada is investing $100 million to help
developing countries address plastic pollution
and waste.
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•

100% reusable, recyclable, or
recoverable plastics by 2030

•

Increasing recycled content in
products by at least 50% by
2030

•

Recycle and reuse at least
55% of plastic packaging by
2030 and recover 100% of all
plastics by 2040

•

Reduce the use of plastic
microbeads by 2020, and
address other sources of
microplastics

GOVERNMENT OF CANADA
LEADERSHIP
• Working across many federal
departments on the foundational
elements
• Collaborating with provinces and
territories in implementing the
CCME Canada-wide Strategy on
Zero Plastic Waste and Action
Plan
• Mobilizing actions by industry,
local communities and the public

Sustainable
design, production
and markets
Collection and
system
infrastructure
Sustainable
lifestyles &
education
Science,
innovation and
new technologies
Coastal and
shoreline action

Circular economy
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AWARENESS & EDUCATION
•

A large part of our work has been to engage with the public,
determine their level of understanding, and help further raise
awareness around the issue.
• Supporting public education campaigns and school materials
• Community-level actions

DEMAND FOR INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
Focus:
 Guidance and requirements for reducing
plastic waste from meetings and events

Federal government
committed to:


Divert at least 75% of
plastic waste from
federal operations by
2030



Eliminate avoidable
single-use plastics in
government operations



Promote the purchase of
sustainable plastic
products (e.g.
repairable, recyclable,
contain recycled
content)

 Federal facility waste audits and waste
reduction plans
 Real property leases and fit-up standards
 Requirements for leases, vendors and
service providers
The aim is to reduce the environmental footprint
of federal operations and create opportunities
for sustainable products and services
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PLATFORM FOR INNOVATION
•

•

In 2018-2019, Canada launched eight
Plastics Innovation Challenges

2018-19 Plastics
Innovation Challenges

– 5 departments: Environment and
Climate Change Canada, Fisheries &
Oceans, Transport Canada, Natural
Resources Canada, Agriculture & AgriFood Canada

1. Food packaging

– In the first round, eight challenges have
provided $11.8 million to 18 Canadian
small and medium enterprises

5. Remove and manage ghost
fishing gear and marine
debris

2020 Innovation Challenges
– Under development

2. Construction waste
3. Separation of mixed plastics
4. Recycling of glass fiberreinforced plastic

6. Sustainable fishing and
aquaculture gear
7. Improved compostability of
bioplastics
8. Bio-based foam insulation
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TRADE AND COMPETITIVENESS
•

Improving knowledge - building on Deloitte’s 2018 study
– Study on remanufacturing & value retention processes in Canada
– Statistics Canada work to improve measurement of plastics material
flows and track progress
– Infrastructure assessment and projects to examine barriers and
solutions

•

Developing standards and guidelines
– In collaboration with standards and other organizations, scoping needs
for guidance on recycled content, biodegradability and other topics

• Addressing waste exports
– Working domestically and collaborating internationally (Basel
Convention and bilateral agreements)
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MOVING FORWARD
Working together with provinces, territories,
businesses and Indigenous Peoples
– Implementing the CCME Canada-wide Strategy
– Enhancing knowledge, science and measurements
– Consulting on options and actions
– Developing innovative technologies and solutions
– Strengthening standards and performance
requirements
– Mobilizing action by industry and communities
– Supporting coordination and cross-sectoral actions

“We

have a
responsibility to work
with our partners to
reduce plastic
pollution, protect the
environment, and
create jobs and grow
our economy”
- The Rt. Hon. Justin
Trudeau, Prime Minister
of Canada

Moving forward together towards zero plastic waste
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THANK YOU
QUESTIONS?

Zero Plastic Waste Workshops
International Perspective
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Lars Sandberg

GET TO KNOW US
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Growing in numbers and reputation
Net sales approx.

22,3
Billion SEK
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Operating profit
approx.

2,2
Billion SEK

8
Production units

4 400
Number of employees

Beetham
Frövi
Rockhammar
Gruvön
Gävle
Karlsborg
Pietarsaari
Skärblacka

Divisions

54%*
Board
Share of net sales

36%*

A strong platform
for growth and
profitability
With a focus on
customer value,
innovation and
sustainability
Creating networks
with an open mind

Paper
Share of net sales

3%*
Solutions
Share of net sales
* Share of net sales estimates based on previous business areas.
May be subject to adjustment . Figures for 2017

GET TO KNOW US
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We challenge conventional packaging
for a sustainable future

OUR OFFERING
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European union
Single use plastic directive
A EU-wide ban of single-use plastic cotton buds, straws, plates, cutlery,
beverage stirrers, balloon sticks, oxo-degradable plastics, and expanded
polystyrene food containers, beverage containers and beverage cups by
2021.
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) schemes covering the costs of
collection, transport, and treatment, cleanup litter and awareness-raising
measures for food containers, packets & wrappers, cups for beverages,
beverage containers with a capacity of up to three litres, lightweight plastic
carrier bags by 2023
A significant reduction on the consumption of food containers and cups for
beverages by 2026, with the possibility for EU countries to adopt market
restrictions for these products.

All beverage bottles with a capacity of up to three litres to: o have tethered
caps by 2024 o incorporate a 25% recycled plastic content by 2025 (PET
bottles) and 30% by 2030 on all types beverage bottles o be separate
collected, with a 77% target by 2025 and a 90% target by 2029.

“Perhaps controversially, the SUPs
ban at this stage looks likely to include
plastic-lined cardboard cartons – such
as those produced by Tetra Pak –
because they are a receptacle used to
contain liquid and are not intended for
multiple uses.”

TITLE OF PRESENTATION
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Not only Europe

TITLE OF PRESENTATION
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Not only countries

TITLE OF PRESENTATION
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Great opportunity for the forest industry

New materials
New shapes

Increased value creation
Laminates and barriers

TITLE OF PRESENTATION
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Opportunities

INNOVATION
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The paper bottle - if we can dream it, we can make it

TITLE OF PRESENTATION
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$ 2 000 000 000

TITLE OF PRESENTATION
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TITLE OF PRESENTATION
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Credit MCRIT

TITLE OF PRESENTATION
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A new value chain
Brand owner
Filler
Retailer
Converter

Materials

Consumer

Nature

TITLE OF PRESENTATION
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A new value chain
Brand owner

Brand owner

Filler

Filler
Retailer

Converter

Materials

Retailer
Converter

Recycling

Nature

Consumer

Materials

Fossil
resources

Recycling

Consumer

Ocean
plastics
CO2

PEOPLE AND CULTURE
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WHAT IF you could go to work
and help save the planet?

FEB. 3
2020

Issues and opportunities
for prevention and
recycling of plastic waste
By Sophie Langlois-Blouin, Vice-President

RECYC-QUÉBEC – who are we?
Mission: Lead Quebec to
reduce, reuse, recycle and
recover residual materials to
promote a circular economy
and fight against climate
change.
Vision: Become a key partner
in a waste-free Quebec
2

RECYC-QUÉBEC – what do we do?
Prevention and circular economy

Organics

EPR programs

Recycling

C&D Waste

Tires/Deposit-refund system

And much more!
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Plastic recovery and recycling in 2018 in QC
• 59,000 tons of plastic
sent by MRF to various
markets
• Plastic represents 7% of
outgoing materials

Ref : RECYC-QUÉBEC, 2018 Data for Curbside Collection
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Residential recovery rates
• Only 34,8% of plastic containers and packaging
used at home are put in recycling bins
Plastic categories

Recovery rate 2015-2017

Shopping bags

15,8%

Films #2-4

34,8%

Stand up pouches

34,0%

PS food containers/packaging

11,5%

Other films and laminates

14,9%

Ref : RECYC-QUÉBEC and Éco Entreprises Québec, Caractérisation des matières résiduelles du secteur
résidentiel 2015-2017 (FR summary)
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Issues
• Only 25% of plastics used at home end up at
recycling facilities
• List of materials accepted in bins varies
• Not all public spaces and businesses have
recycling bins
• More and more types of plastic products (multi
materials, multi layers) means difficulty for
consumers to know if it’s recyclable
• Prices for recovered plastic are dropping and price
of virgin resin is lower
6

Issues (2)
• Markets for certain plastics (ex. films from MRF)
are limited
• Alternatives to plastic may have greater impact
on the environment over their entire life cycle
• Compostable/degradable products are not
compatible with our current recycling systems
and organics collection is not implemented
everywhere
7

Opportunities
• Prevention and reuse – more and more success
stories of businesses switching to reusable
cups and silverware
• Better design (using less), more recyclibility
and compatibility with recycling systems
• Demand for recycled content to increase –
targets set from governments and brand
owners
8

Opportunities (2)
• Changes in deposit-refund (EPR program for all
beverage containers to come in QC) and
curbside collection systems
• Improvments/new technologies in MRF for
more quality
• Increased capacity of recycling in QC
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Other references
• RECYC-QUÉBEC, Life cycle assessment (LCA) of
reusable and single-use coffee cups (ENG
summary, FR full report)
• RECYC-QUÉBEC, LCA of shopping bas (FR full
report)
• National Zero Waste Council, Regulatory
Approaches for Priority Plastic Wastes
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Thanks!
Questions?
Contact:
info@recyc-quebec.gouv.qc.ca
Website:
www.recyc-quebec.gouv.qc.ca
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Z E R O P L A S T I C WA S T E
C R E AT I N G A C I R C U L A R E C O N O M Y
FOR PLASTICS

ISABELLE DES CHÊNES
FEBRUARY 3, 2020

C A N A D A’ S C H E M I S T RY A N D P L A S T I C S
INDUSTRIES
CHEMISTRY IN CANADA
• $58 Billion in shipments of
Canadian chemical products in
2018
• 4th largest manufacturing sector
• 87,900 direct jobs
• 525,000 indirect jobs
• CIAC – industrial chemicals,
plastic resin producers, brand
owners, chemical recyclers

PLASTICS IN CANADA
• $9.8 Billion in exports
• 82,000 direct jobs
• 86% of business have fewer
than 100 employees
• CPIA – plastic resin producers,
converters, recyclers

PLASTICS ENABLE OUR
S U S TA I N A B L E WAY O F L I F E
• Food packaging
• Plastic film helps increase shelf life of fresh meats to
21 days or more
• Plastic vacuum packaging extends shelf life 10 times
longer than store-wrapped meat, resulting in 75 per
cent less food waste
• Lighter-weight plastic packaging requires anywhere
from two to eight times less energy than alternative
materials
• Medical equipment
• Used for vascular and heart surgery, joint
replacement
• Medical materials such as stethoscopes, IV bags
and tubing, etc. Transparent, easily sterilized and
resistant to chemicals

PLASTICS ENABLE OUR
S U S TA I N A B L E WAY O F L I F E
• Energy conservation and sustainability
• Chemistry creates windmill blades that are
lighter, stronger, longer and more costeffective
• Advances in chemistry have transformed
solar into a viable commercial energy source
• Insulation, window coatings, reflective
roofing and other chemistry-based materials
dramatically lower emissions from the
building sector by reducing heat loss and the
demand for cooling
• Plastics can reduce a vehicle’s weight 100
kg, which cuts its GHG emissions by 10
g/km through improved fuel efficiency

MANAGING PLASTICS

• Inadequate sorting
• Contamination
• Limited end markets
• Not employing all the
technologies available
• Many Canadians frustrated
and angry about the lack of
visible and understandable
solutions to plastic waste

S O L U T I O N S : TA R G E T S T O R E D U C E P L A S T I C WA S T E

In June 2018, CIAC and
CPIA announced
ambitious targets that
underscore their
members’ commitment to
a future without plastic
waste.

I N N O VAT I O N T O E N A B L E A C I R C U L A R E C O N O M Y
Curbside recovery of hard-to-recycle plastics –
Dow Chemical
• Through the Hefty EnergyBag program, hard-to-recycle
plastic items (juice pouches, straws, stir sticks, candy
wrappers) are collected curbside and converted into lowsulfur diesel and waxes.

Fully recyclable food pouches – NOVA Chemicals
and Dow
• NOVA Chemicals and Dow have developed a versatile,
all-polyethylene (PE) version of the popular stand-up
pouch package used for food products.

Converting polystyrene – INEOS Styrolutions
• INEOS Styrolution with ReVital Polymers and
Pyrowave recycle polystyrene packaging into 100%
recycled polystyrene

REACHING OUR GOALS

THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

C O N S I D E R AT I O N S F O R F O R E S T P R O D U C T S
• Scalability
• Biodegradability and composting pose unique
challenges
• Biobased plastic – not necessarily biodegradable or
compostable. Can have environmental benefits in
the production phase, but it affects end of life
management
• Biodegradable plastics – can degrade in natural
environments. However, typically degrade into
methane. Biodegradable does not mean
compostable or recyclable.

• Extended Producer Responsibility and end-oflife management
• Single use v reuse

B I O - I N N O VAT I O N I N C H E M I S T RY

• BASF’s Ecoflex – certified compostable and biodegradable
polymer; Ecovio uses Ecoflex in organize waste bags, dual-use
bags and agricultural films.

• Arkema’s RNew is a biosourced polyamide elastomer with
unique properties such as energy return and flexibility,
earmarked in particular for the sports and electronics markets.

THANK YOU

Nestlé & Packaging
vision
Zero Plastic waste
workshop
Julien BRAS, 03.02.2020
Montreal, Canada

Nestlé in a nutshell

• 10,000 different products
• Over 1 billion products sold every day

• A product for every moment of every day,
from morning to night and from birth to old age
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30.01.2020

Nestlé Research

Nestlé Research organisation
Nestlé Institute of Health Sciences
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nestlé Institute of Food Safety & Analytical Sciences

Brain Health
Nutrition & Dietary Recommendations
Gastrointestinal Health
Metabolic Health
Musculo-Skeletal Health
Cell-Biology
Multi-Omics & Profiling

•
•
•
•

Nestlé Institute of Material Sciences

Nestlé Institute of Packaging Sciences
•
•
•
•

• Biology
• Chemistry
• Technology

Clinical Development
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30.01.2020

Nestlé Research

Nutrition, Health & Wellness

Analytical Science
Data Science & Issue Management
Food Safety Research
Food Contact Materials

Petcare Research

Alternative delivery model
Paper & fibre based
Bioplastics
Recycled content

Plant Science Research

Singapore Research Hub

Nestlé Research
Institute of Packaging Science

12th Sept 2019 - Inauguration
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Plastic pollution is highly visible and emotional
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Nestle Commitments – 2018
OUR COMMITMENT

Making 100% of our packaging
recyclable or reusable by 2025.
OUR VISION
None of our packaging, including plastics, ends up in landfill or as litter.
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Where is Nestlé Starting From?
Nestlé figures for all packaging - 2018

1Bn

Products / day

4.7Mn
Tonnes of
packaging

98%
Single use

1.7 Mn

Tonnes of plastic
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Nestlé Research

24%

Recycled
content

PVC
ePS
PS

Laminates

23%
Hard to
recycle

1.8%

18%

Recycled
Plastics

Limited
recyclability

33%

59%

Renewable
based

Easily
recyclable

Our PILLAR roadmap for action

Develop packaging for the future

Help shape a waste-free future

Drive new behavior & understanding

Collaboration - Engagement - Advocacy - Communications
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Recyclable vs. Recycled
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Nestlé Research

Develop packaging for the future

Help shape a waste-free future

Drive new behavior & understanding

Collaboration - Engagement - Advocacy - Communications
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Nestlé Research

The Nestlé Institute of Packaging Sciences
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Alternative delivery
Model

Recycled Contents

Fibre & Paper
Based Materials

Biodegradable
Polymers

Innovative bulk
delivery systems for
reuse and refill
consumer packaging

Recyclable polyolefin
and aluminum based
materials

Developing medium to
high barrier based
paper-based
packaging material

Life-cycle-engineered
packaging material for
Bio-recycling
(Waste Valorization)

30.01.2020

Nestlé Research

Re-inventing paper packaging
Varnish

Biodegradable
barrier coating

Barrier Paper cut
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Nestlé Research

www.basf.com

Paper

Develop packaging for the future

Help shape a waste-free future

Drive new behavior & understanding

Collaboration - Engagement - Advocacy - Communications
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From a linear to a circular economy:
the example of plastic packaging
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New delivery systems and multi-use and refill packaging
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Powder dispenser
with refill cartridge

In-shop bulk dosing
system

Re-fillable ice cream
container

Dosing of single
portions into reusable
container or cup

Dosing of multiple
portions into paper bag
or reusable container

In-home delivery
through partnership
with company Loop

On-going roll-out

Retail pilot starting Q4 2019

On-going pilot in US

30.01.2020

Nestlé Research

Challenges for R&D
• Considering our commitments and our vision
• Food safety & protection : How to ensure sufficient product
protection?
• Machinability :How to ensure run-ability on existing packing lines?

• Sustainability : How to reduce potential losses in supply chain? How
to ensure that packaging is actually recycled?
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